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Commodity spread orders  

7 Intra-Commodity spread orders cannot be entered in the Pre-Open period. 

8 The FGL Exchange system, each time a Intra-Commodity spread order is entered, will validate and 

try and match the order using the following steps: 

(a) The system will attempt to match the new Intra-Commodity spread order with existing 

opposite orders in the Intra-Commodity spread order facility. It may be fully traded, partially 

traded or not at all. 

(b) Any portion of the original Intra-Commodity spread order remaining after the above matching 

has occurred will then try to generate an implied price into the underlying futures markets. 

The implied price can only be generated if there is a price in at least one of the futures being 

spread against. 

(c) After the above has occurred the Order can be traded via either the Intra-commodity spread 

market or the outright futures market.  

9 The calculation of each individual leg price of an Intra-Commodity spread where the Intra-commodity 

spread order has traded with another Intra-Commodity spread uses the following process. 

(a) When a spread order trades with another spread order the FGL Exchange system calculates 

an intra-day settlement price using the current underlying market for the nearest of the two 

legs. 

(b) This is performed using the same settlement rules as those for daily settlement purposes. 

(c) The intra-day settlement price calculated for the nearest leg of the spread will be assigned as 

the traded price to this leg. 

(d) The FGL Exchange system will then calculate the far month leg of the intra-day settlement 

price using the nearest leg price calculated above and the traded spread price. 

 

FGL has issued this Guidance Note to give general assistance to Trading Participants and Clearing Entities 
in their compliance with the Operating Rules. FGL is not bound by this Guidance Note in any particular 
case. This Guidance Note is not legal advice and Trading Participants and Clearing Entities should seek 
their own professional advice on their obligations under the Operating Rules in their particular 
circumstances. FGL may replace this Guidance Note at any time. Current Guidance Notes are available 
at www.fex.com.au/Guidance or by contacting FGL on enquiries@fex.com.au or on +61 2 8024 5200 

Defined terms in this Guidance Note have the meaning given in the Operating Rules. 


